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Shishirbheja Kartik 

Dewsoaked Kartik 
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Thank You 
 

 

 

 

 I will love to thank these people/sites from heart before starting- 
 

My friends for sharing their priceless works. 
 

Wikipedia, vedpuran.wordpress.com, Visvavarati, nobel.org, M. 
Parineeta, Bipan Chandra, Romila Thapar, totallyhistory.com, 

indianetzone.com for information. 
 

Google for information and  models for my illustrations (some). 
 

Kanchanmoni.org for Bangla calendar dates, drikpanchang.com 
for the Hindu calendar. 

 
My graduation history book writer Dr. Atul  Chandra Roy for 

writing that book. 
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A few words for AGNISHATDAL 

by SHARMISHTHA BASU 

When a flower blooms she shares her beauty with the world 

all of a sudden and makes people gush. They forget how a seed 

became a sapling and then a tree. Then inside that tight green 

bud the tree kept working on her cherished possession, the 

flower, till it was ready to fill up the world with its beauty. 

 

Same is true about every effort of creating something 

beautiful. All I can pray is- 

 

The warmth of love, light of wisdom, knowledge, beauty of 

creativity and fragrance of peace become Agnishatdal. 

 

May her journey be blessed and divine. 
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Shraddarghya- Salutations 
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Chittaranjan Das 

Sharmishtha Basu 

born Nov. 5, 1870, Calcutta 

died June 16, 1925, Darjeeling. 

 

Chittaranjan Das was called “friend of nation” by his contemporaries,  he 

completed his legal studies, started  his career as a lawyer and helped  lot of 

freedom fighters in their cases. 

 

He started his political career with Congress but later grew tired of its policies and 

with the permission of the higher rung he created Swaraj Party under it, He became 

the vice president and Motilal Nehru Secretary. 

 

Both Das (born in 1870) and Motilal (born in 1861) were highly successful lawyers 

who had once been Moderates but had accepted the politics of boycott and non-

cooperation in 1920. 

 

They had given up their legal practice, joined the movement as whole time workers 

and donated to the nation their magnificent houses in Calcutta and Allahabad 

respectively. They were great admirers of Gandhiji but were also his political 

equals. Both were brilliant and effective parliamentarians. One deeply religious 

and the other a virtual agnostic, both were secular to the core. 
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Different in many ways, they complemented each other and formed a legendary 

political combination. Das was imaginative and emotional and a great orator with 

the capacity to influence and conciliate friends and foes. Motilal was firm, cool 

analytical, and a great organizer and disciplinarian. They had such absolute trust 

and confidence in each other that each could use the other’s name for any 

statement without prior consultation. 

 

They believed in actively capturing the power from British, not by bloodshed but 

by using political power. They succeeded quite amply too. 

 

They both had a warm relationship with Gandhiji all through their lives, 

unfortunately Das passed away all of a sudden in 1925, leaving a huge void. 

 

Source: Bipanchandra’s book on Indian freedom movement. 
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Kanika Bandopadhyay 
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Kanika Bandopadhyay 

Sharmishtha Basu 

 

Birth 12th October 1924, Sonamukhi, Bankura, West Bengal 

Passing Away: Wednesday April 5, 2000, SSKM Hospital, Kolkata 

 

Kanika Bandyopadhyay was born on 12th October in the year 1924 at Sonamukhi 

in Bankura district, West Bengal. After her joining at Visva-Bharati 

University, Santiniketanin West Bengal, India, she was trained in both classical 

and Rabindra Sangeet in Sangeet Bhavana (School of Music) out there. 

 

Her birth-name was Anima, Tagore, her guru gave her the name Kanika, she was a 

direct student of the poet who was extremely fond of her singing, she was called 

“Ashram Kanya” by many, which means daughter of the Ashram (hermitage). 

 

She further improved her Rabindrasangit skills later on from gurus like Dinendra 

Nath Tagore, Sailajaranjan Majumdar, Indira Devi Chowdhurani and Santidev 

Ghosh. Kanika Bandyopadhyay has also bagged the honour of being a part of 

dance-dramas directed by Rabindranath. She, as a member of his cultural troupe, 

has also toured all over India.  

 

From student she first became teacher,  then principal of the Sangit Bhawan- 

Music department of Shantiniketan. 

 

http://www.indianetzone.com/36/visvabharati_university_indian_university.htm
http://www.indianetzone.com/36/visvabharati_university_indian_university.htm
http://www.indianetzone.com/7/santiniketan.htm
http://www.indianetzone.com/7/rabindra_sangeet.htm
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In the year 1945, Kanika Bandyopadhyay was married to Birendra Chandra 

Bandypadhyay, former deputy librarian of Viswa Bharati University. 

 

Apart from her thriving career in Shantiniketan she has conquered the hearts of 

Bengalis all over the world by her music albums and records, she is quite correctly 

described as the singer who  knew exact style of every Tagore song with deepest 

passion.  She has sung songs by other famous Bengali poets too, like Nazrul, 

Atulprasad and Dwijendranath. 

 

She has written three books on Rabindrasangit. In the year 1997 Visva-Bharati 

bestowed her highest accolade, the Desikottama. Other than this she has won 

many highly esteemed awards like, Padmashree, EMI Golden Disc and Allauddin 

Khan Awards as well. 

 

At the age of 76 years, Kanika Bandyopadhyay breathed her last at SSKM Hospital 

in Kolkata. Her passing away alongwith passing away of other three legendary 

singers of Rabindrasangit- Shantidev Ghosh, Subinoy Roy and Suchitra Mitra 

ended a golden era of Rabindrasangit, from which it won’t recover unless of 

course a miracle occurs. These are the times when music lovers thank recording 

industry from the bottom of their heart! 

 

These nightingales are gone but their wealth is still stored in records, cassettes 

and now mp3 players, lucky us! 

 

Source: Indianetzone.com 

And Wikipedia.com 

http://www.indianetzone.com/2/kolkata.htm
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Stories reflections and thoughts 
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The Testament of the Mirus 

BY  Troy David Loy 

 

Alone in the dark of night between the farthest stars, I dream. I am the 

Mirus. I am destroyer, rationalist, former warrior-slave.  

My dreams take me places.  

I labor in my workshop, crafting my daughter in whole flesh, molecule 

by molecule, an artistic tribute to the girl who freed my mind. Imegaa. I 

shall call her Imegaa, after her original. I hold her in triumph, father to 

daughter, new life to put back that taken by cruel fate.  

I descend from the sky like an angel of death, riding the gravity-well 

from orbit without harm. Without protective suit. I am grim and terrible 

as I set foot on this world, locked in a dream within a dream. I cannot 

think. I cannot stop myself. I am a puppet beholden to my masters. 

Through me, the piteous inhabitants beg my masters to spare them, even 

as the Glow spreads outward, organics rent asunder, poisoning the sky, 

the ground, the seas…and ending the story of life on this doomed world. 

Even the simplest, toughest, hardiest life, all dead, all gone, and I cannot 

even shed a tear for what was, what might have been.  

I lie on the unforgiving ground beneath me, nearly dead from my first 

real fight. Hypershard knits flesh and bone, saving my life even as it 

saps the might that bestowed my fearsome repute, granting me instead 

things far lesser in power.  
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I now find myself in a deep, dark grotto, quickly filling from the rising 

tide, the same sort that raises all ships. It will be my death. I cannot 

escape. I cannot swim to the surface. I cannot breathe, as I gasp and 

choke on the water filling my lungs, no tricks to save me this time.  

And then, mercifully, it ends.  

I sit up in a start, awake, gasping, chilled, minutely aware of the passing 

of seconds in the simulated starlight of my room. And then I lie back 

down, relax, and let sleep take me once again.   

And once again, alone in the dark of night between the farthest stars, I 

dream.  

 

 

Troy David Loy ©2016 
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TROY DAVID LOY 

 

 

 

Troy David Loy is an American student and writer with a love for things Indian, 

creating fractal art, and science. He is owned by two cats, Mr. Eccles and Ricky, 

and is engaged in a program of lifelong learning in an attempt to make sense of an 

increasingly irrational world. He is the author of Dirge: A Short SF Story available 

at  

https://www.amazon.com/Dirge-short-Troy-David-Loy-ebook/dp/B00XMS1ZJ2  

He can be found online @Troythulu on Twitter and on his blog The Call of 

Troythulu at http://kestalusrealm.wordpress.com   

 

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu)  

Troy is a scholar who won my heart by his keen interest in Bengali, which is my 

soft spot, I really love this language and am glad that it is my mother tongue. He 

knows quite a handful of languages, creates amazing fractals and generously shares 

them with his friends, those fractals! I wish I could create one like them! 

I love his quirky yet genuine way of writing. 

  

https://www.amazon.com/Dirge-short-Troy-David-Loy-ebook/dp/B00XMS1ZJ2
http://kestalusrealm.wordpress.com/
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Luckily 

By Raghunandan Kuppuswamy 

 

This is a story from Narada Purana of a businessman who had spent all 

his life in operating his business and accumulating wealth. Now when he 

was old, his sons felt it was time to go on pilgrimage, perform charities 

and redeem himself. The sons approached a kind Sadhu and explained to 

him what they had in mind for their father: ”Do not bring the father back 

until he goes through a change of heart and he engages himself whole-

heartedly in punyam-earning activities befitting his age.” Money was no 

object for ensuring their father’s well-being in his after-life 

So the business man was taken to various holy places by the Sadhu, 

lecturing him from time to time by way of stories, anecdotes, etc. on 

higher values in life. But the man’s heart was hard set on his business 

wherever he went. He was concerned how his sons were coping up in his 
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absence. He inquired about prices of goods in an effort to identify 

profitable buy-here-sell-there trading opportunities. He was least 

inclined to listen much less internalize the Sadhu’s words. 

After a while the Sadhu realized it was not happening as desired by the 

sons. Pushed to giving up, he informed the sons: “Your father is an 

incorrigible businessman. I hate to admit, I’ve no success to report – 

he is difficult to change.” 

The sons said: “No, no, please – you cannot give it up. Take more time 

if that’s what it takes. You must bring him around.” 

So as a last resort, the Sadhu took him to the holy city of Varanasi. After 

all no human being returns unaffected after a visit to Varanasi. 

They passed through several of the burning ghats (where corpses are 

burnt on stacks of wood) on the banks of Ganges. A somber mood hung 

in the air heavily. Words were out of place. 

As they came to the end of the line of burning pyres, the man stopped, 

sighed heavily and suddenly broke into sobs. Tears welled up from up 

his eyes and streamed down his cheeks. 

The Sadhu was not surprised – no one can remain unmoved witnessing 

the all-equalizing end of the rich and the poor, the old and the young, the 

tall and the short, the brave and the timid, the beautiful and the ugly … 

And at the same time the Sadhu was happy to see his efforts yielding 

results at last. 

He turned to the old man and placed his hand on his shoulders and said 

with all the solemnity he could muster: “What do you feel now? How do 

you feel about life now?” 
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The man between his sobs managed: “I really feel bad. I feel 

terrible…have wasted my life.” 

The Sadhu further inquired encouragingly: “Really? Why do you feel 

terrible? Tell me.” 

The businessman by now regained his composure and said: “I was a 

cloth merchant throughout my life.  What a waste! Eking out measly 

margins. And here…if I knew that there is so much demand for 

wood…with no haggling over prices, I’m sure.” 

[End]  

Source: Adapted from bhagavatam-katha.com on how desires-to-

detachment in life is not a smooth ride. 

 

RAGHUNANDAN KUPPUSWAMY 

A retired IT professional with nothing better to do than 'pen' a few lines now and 

then.  

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu)   

Raghunandan Kuppuswamy is full of wisdom and knowledge. He writes amazing 

stories from Indian history and mythology, though I will smugly say that I have 

read A LOT of stories in these two genres but still most of the stories he scoops 

out are new to me, and reading his works is a privilege! Apart from these his 

sense of humour and corporate knowledge is at par! 

Check out his blog you will only be glad that you found it. 

https://ksriranga.wordpress.com 

https://tskraghu.wordpress.com 
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Fading 

By Freya Pickard 

 

 

 

Summer is fading; the autumn leaves fall 

The last dragon rises by the still pool 

Pink flowers of willow-herb turn to smoke 

The harsh scent of tree-death chokes in my throat.  

 

Flowers are fading; the autumn rain falls 

No dragon flies now above the cold pool 

Bulrush dissolves into dirty-white smoke 

Slow song of winter I wear as a cloak.  

 

Sunlight is fading; the winter snow falls 

Ice freezes the surface on dragon pool 

No flower blossoms, my breath is like smoke 

I long for the Springtime; I wait with hope.  

 

© Freya Pickard 2016 
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 Freya Pickard 

 

 

 

Dragonscale Leggings by Freya Pickard 

E-book only 

This novel now has a new cover and is available for the first time as an e-
book! Dragonscale Leggings, is a parody of the genre Freya loves best; fantasy. In it, 
she gently pokes fun at the Arthurian legends, the common concepts of dragon slayers 
and dragons and how they should (or shouldn’t) behave. 

The video can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRoGJvpqhf4 

Purchase link 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Dragonscale-Leggings-Freya-Pickard-
ebook/dp/B01M0HEH8K/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1474269775&sr=8-
2&keywords=freya+pickard 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRoGJvpqhf4
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FDragonscale-Leggings-Freya-Pickard-ebook%2Fdp%2FB01M0HEH8K%2Fref%3Dsr_1_2%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1474269775%26sr%3D8-2%26keywords%3Dfreya%2Bpickard&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHz-2Fz4a75SJoGWMz4NVhwdd1TaA
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FDragonscale-Leggings-Freya-Pickard-ebook%2Fdp%2FB01M0HEH8K%2Fref%3Dsr_1_2%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1474269775%26sr%3D8-2%26keywords%3Dfreya%2Bpickard&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHz-2Fz4a75SJoGWMz4NVhwdd1TaA
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FDragonscale-Leggings-Freya-Pickard-ebook%2Fdp%2FB01M0HEH8K%2Fref%3Dsr_1_2%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1474269775%26sr%3D8-2%26keywords%3Dfreya%2Bpickard&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHz-2Fz4a75SJoGWMz4NVhwdd1TaA
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The Essence of Thyme by Freya Pickard 

E-book only 

An oblique re-telling of Sleeping Beauty. The Essence of Thyme allows Parsley the limelight as 

she pursues her dream of finding a handsome prince and true love. But messages from Merlin 

come in the form of riddles. Just who is this mysterious Nimue? Why has an enchanted forest 

suddenly appeared before Castle Thyme? Can Parsley and Dracomagan solve the riddle and 

break the spell before it's too late? 

Purchase link 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Essence-Thyme-Dragonscale-Diversions-Book-

ebook/dp/B01GXGOE1K/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1471850611&sr=8-

3&keywords=freya+pickard 

Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbIpGMPqiWI 

Freya Pickard's novel, Dragonscale Leggings, is now available as an e-book! 
 

Check out Freya's video about it at DSL 
 

Freya is making more videos - view them at TRRAOS, TEOT and Patreon 
  

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FEssence-Thyme-Dragonscale-Diversions-Book-ebook%2Fdp%2FB01GXGOE1K%2Fref%3Dsr_1_3%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1471850611%26sr%3D8-3%26keywords%3Dfreya%2Bpickard&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNF4XvQJtfJUPWiZwzUu2COCPxakvw
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FEssence-Thyme-Dragonscale-Diversions-Book-ebook%2Fdp%2FB01GXGOE1K%2Fref%3Dsr_1_3%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1471850611%26sr%3D8-3%26keywords%3Dfreya%2Bpickard&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNF4XvQJtfJUPWiZwzUu2COCPxakvw
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FEssence-Thyme-Dragonscale-Diversions-Book-ebook%2Fdp%2FB01GXGOE1K%2Fref%3Dsr_1_3%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1471850611%26sr%3D8-3%26keywords%3Dfreya%2Bpickard&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNF4XvQJtfJUPWiZwzUu2COCPxakvw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbIpGMPqiWI
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FDragonscale-Leggings-Freya-Pickard-ebook%2Fdp%2FB01M0HEH8K%2Fref%3Dsr_1_2%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1474265675%26sr%3D8-2%26keywords%3Dfreya%2Bpickard&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGGTKd9Gal3IWD2ZryNqxC-_dMpjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRoGJvpqhf4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRoGJvpqhf4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yk1nB5sudXY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbIpGMPqiWI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZh0Koe-dZo
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The Rusalka Ritual & Other Stories by Freya Pickard 

Available as both an e-book and a paperback. 

Five tales encompassing human emotion; expectations disappointed, self-sacrificing 
love for the unlovable, will power that overcomes dark enchantment, bravery in the 
face of evil and fear of the unknown in hum-drum life ... 

Video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yk1nB5sudXY  

Purchase link 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Rusalka-Ritual-Stories-Dragonscale-Dimensions-
ebook/dp/B01KQFPCAG/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1471848175&sr=8-
2&keywords=freya+pickard 

 
Freya Pickard blogs at purehaiku.wordpress.com 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yk1nB5sudXY
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FRusalka-Ritual-Stories-Dragonscale-Dimensions-ebook%2Fdp%2FB01KQFPCAG%2Fref%3Dsr_1_2%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1471848175%26sr%3D8-2%26keywords%3Dfreya%2Bpickard&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGpfID16jHePzOTiyQ53WA9CmEfeA
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FRusalka-Ritual-Stories-Dragonscale-Dimensions-ebook%2Fdp%2FB01KQFPCAG%2Fref%3Dsr_1_2%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1471848175%26sr%3D8-2%26keywords%3Dfreya%2Bpickard&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGpfID16jHePzOTiyQ53WA9CmEfeA
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FRusalka-Ritual-Stories-Dragonscale-Dimensions-ebook%2Fdp%2FB01KQFPCAG%2Fref%3Dsr_1_2%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1471848175%26sr%3D8-2%26keywords%3Dfreya%2Bpickard&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGpfID16jHePzOTiyQ53WA9CmEfeA
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The ghost in the Wishing Well 

BY DOMINIC COLLUCCI 

 

 
 

 

Whispering in the wind, it is you that I heard 

Silently speaking, gentle is your words 

Enticing to join with you, as you wish for me to do 

For being all alone, must be hard for you 

Longing for me you call, traipsing through the woods 

Knowing that when we meet, our words will be good 

Coming closer to your abode and then I stop 

My knock on your door is in a water drop 

One drop is all it takes to call for you and it fell 

You arise now and I see you, the ghost in the wishing well 

 

 

Dom* Colucci © 2014 

Image courtesy: Google Images 
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Dom Collucci 

 

 

 

My name is Dom Colucci. I am a writer and a poet. I have written three books as I 

am an author as well. 

I was inspired by a man named David Robert Ord who is the Director of Editors at 

Namaste Publishing in Vancouver, Canada. He has written to me when I sent my 

first manuscript, The Tree Becomes A Soul that obviously I have talent in what I 

am doing and urged me to self publish this book. It is about a journey with poems 

that I did during my meditation sessions. 

 

My second book I shifted gears into romance and wrote another book called The 

Love of My Life. This book was read by the editors at Lulu Publishing and this is 

what they had to say, "In closing, I found your poems fanciful, sincere, and filled 

with wanderlust. Your line breaks are impeccable as is your timing. It’s a fine 

debut collection. Well done." This book is about a romantic journey with the love 

of one's Soul*. I was inspired by a painting my father did many years ago of two 

dancers under a moonlit night seeking the romantic passion of the moon up above. 

 

My third book I remained in the romantic mood and it was a continuation of the 

second book. This books name is Love Continues from within and as well I did it 

in romantic journey format with many poems and love quotes comparable to a man 

I love to read from always, Maulana Jalaluddin Rumi. How he talks to the heart 

and Soul* of those that read into him. This book's editor was a woman and this is 
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what she had to say as well, "This book has the potential to pull at the heartstrings 

of the reader." 

 

I am inspired by the love of nature as I have climbed many mountains in the past 7 

years and listen attentively which captivates me always from within as I know it 

comes from the Soul*. 

 

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu):  

Dominic Collucci is full of Zen wisdom, unfortunately I can’t grasp it! But I have 

learnt a bit about it from him by constantly pestering. He is an amazing poet, his 

poems on nature as so vivid that you will feel that you are actually there! Apart 

from that his photographs well… you will be seeing that in the magazine, how 

amazing they are! 

 

A few words about his works from other readers: 

http://www.amazon.com/Tree-Becomes-Soul-Dominic-Colucci/product-reviews/1257271253 

http://www.lulu.com/product/paperback/the-tree-becomes-a-

soul/15647591?productTrackingContext=author_spotlight_14739082_ 

http://www.lulu.com/product/paperback/the-love-of-my-

life/18668665?productTrackingContext=author_spotlight_14739082_ 

  

http://www.amazon.com/Tree-Becomes-Soul-Dominic-Colucci/product-reviews/1257271253
http://www.lulu.com/product/paperback/the-tree-becomes-a-soul/15647591?productTrackingContext=author_spotlight_14739082_
http://www.lulu.com/product/paperback/the-tree-becomes-a-soul/15647591?productTrackingContext=author_spotlight_14739082_
http://www.lulu.com/product/paperback/the-love-of-my-life/18668665?productTrackingContext=author_spotlight_14739082_
http://www.lulu.com/product/paperback/the-love-of-my-life/18668665?productTrackingContext=author_spotlight_14739082_
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Bengali Warrior (Sharmishtha Basu) 

By Carolyn Page (copyrighted work) 

 

Sharmishtha (Trisha) is a warrior of high esteem. Her role is to bring truth to the fore.  

Being afraid is not a part of Trisha's personality; time and experience have moulded her character to one 

of strength, determination and grit. 

Shall she succeed? Indeed she shall. And what will she succeed in bringing to the fore? 

~ Absolute truth and justice ~ is to be her watchword. 

Will others allow her truth? Not always; no.  

However, Trisha's personality will garner strength from her adversaries. Not only will she garner 

strength from her opposition, she will bring their strength to a decline by usurping their power and 

presenting it to them in a fashion they will not match; no, dear friends.  

To her adversaries ~ Know that Trisha will not only utilise your energies for the good, she will also drain 

you of the energy you may try to use against her. 

This is the strength of the Warrior. And what is a Warrior? 

Sharmishtha Basu is a Warrior: One whose purpose is to bring truth and justice to the fore.  

May we herald Trisha's courage as she sets about to change the status quo from one of atrophy to one 

of great reward for the many who shall come to know the Bengali Warrior ~ Sharmishtha Basu. 
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CAROLYN PAGE 

 

Carolyn Page - ABC of Spirit Talk / Light Workers of the World 

ABC of Spirit Talk/Light Workers of the World 

ABC of Spirit Talk - https://abcofspiritalk.net/       

Light Workers of the World - https://lightworkersoftheworld.net/  

 

Australian born, Carolyn has always felt somewhat different. It wasn't until her 

early thirties she understood why. During a rather distressing time in her life spirit 

made themselves known to her. Since that time she has come to know them as The 

Collective Consciousness. Through them she now writes primarily in her blog 

'Light Workers of the World' having begun 'ABC of Spirit Talk' some 5 years past. 

She welcomes you to visit with her on both blogs where you will find many things 

of interest; particularly if you are one such as she - someone who wishes to be 

continually improving one's self. 
 

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu) 

When I first visited Carolyn’s blogs she was writing “reflections” on daily basis, 

and once I started reading them I became absolute fan of her wisdom, her brilliant 

grasp of human nature. I could see myself in so many of her reflections! Being 

really curious about human nature and psychology I kept reading them till the end, 
then she took a long hiatus and am I glad to see her back! 
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The Little boy and the tiger 

By Brieuc Martin Onraet 
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The Tiger is looking at me. Green eyes (his) straight into green eyes (mine). Though at that moment I 

couldn’t care less about similarities. The Tiger looks big. Okay, it is a baby tiger, but a three-months old 

baby tiger is almost as big as a three-year old boy. Me. And right there and then, I have to walk past him. 

Less than a yard away. No choice. I have to pass by him that close, with his eyes straight into mine. 

We lived in Cambodia at the time. Phnomh-Penh. We’d left the brown people of Pakistan who’d taught 

me Urdu, to a place of “copper” people, who spoke no Urdu. Only Khmer or Mandarin/Cantonese and 

some French. Store Urdu away for future occasions.  

“We”, included my parents, my older brother, then ten, my little sister, barely six months and yours 

truly, about three years old. My very first recollections are from Cambodia. A few “snapshots” are still in 

my mind’s eye: the garden at dusk. The Tiger! Thi-Ba and Thi-Toy the maids cum Nannies.  

When my mother hired a new maid, she would ask her her name, to which the new hiree always 

answered: “Just call me Thi-Ba, or Thi-Toy.” And she left it at that. It was only many years later when I 

commented that with a Vietnamese friend that he laughed and said: “Haha! It means First daughter and 

Second daughter. It is an old custom, people who enter the household never tell their own, personal 

name and they become part of the family: first or second daughter, third daughter if need be, and so 

on.” I’m not sure of the spelling but I like the concept of “entering” the family. 
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The year was 1956. My father was an Air France man. After eight years in Pakistan, he’d been 

“outsourced” to the Cambodian government to start the newly formed Cambodian airline: Royal Air 

Cambodge. As the general manager of the new airline, he reported almost directly to Prince Norodom 

Sihanouk, the new head of state. Cambodia had been a French protectorate since 1863. Though 

nominally autonomous since 1946, the country only became fully independent in 1953-54, roughly at 

the same time the French Army was defeated at Dien-Bien-Phu by Ho-Chi-Minh and Giap’s Viet-Minh 

and Viet-Nam was separated into South and North, a prelude to the forthcoming Viet-Nam war.  

In 1956, the first Indochina war was over. For a brief time there was peace over the peninsula. 

Cambodia was moving forward in a newfound freedom. The heir of a long dynasty, Samdech (Prince) 

Norodom Sihanouk’s (full name: Preah Bat Samdech Preah Norodom Sihanouk Varman) plans to 

develop the country included a national airline. He struck a deal with Air France, well implanted in 

Indochina since before WWII, and Aigle Azur, a private airline which then transported anything in the 

region from military personnel, weapons, ammo to tractors and rice. Sihanouk was only 34, my father 

38. I understand they got along well. 

 

 

 

Right to left: my father, ever so elegant with a bowtie and “Samdech” Norodom Sihanouk in a dark suit 

at the airfield. Some kind of inauguration. I’ve always wondered how they managed the suits and ties in 

the Cambodian heat and humidity. 
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The Phnomh Penh airport, 1956. Scan from an 8mm movie. 
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Right to left again: my father, and Siahanouk smiling. Though I’m not totally sure, the gentleman to the 

far left may have been Sam Sary, a prominent Cambodian politician, who later had a “fall out” with 

Sihanouk and mysteriously disappeared in 1962. 
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L. to R. One of Royal Air Cambodge’s first pilots, former Air France, probably former WWII French Free 

Forces fighter pilot, most were. Roland Manteau (I think) writing something on the pilot’s shoulder, and 

my father. 

 

“What about the tiger?” Easy, easy, I’ll come to that. The Royal Air Cambodge fleet then comprised 

three planes, sold or leased by Air France. DC-3’s or DC-4’s: 

 

 

 

Those were fabulous airplanes. 30-40 passengers max. Could land in a “mouchoir”, a handkerchief (at a 

time every gentleman always had a clean handkerchief in his breast pocket). My first flights were in 

those. Three to four days flight from Indochina to Paris, with stop-overs in Calcutta, Karachi, Teheran 

(caviar for free) Damascus or Beyrouth, Rome… 

The company logo was an Apsara, a royal semi-divine dancer: 
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The Asparas were female spirits of clouds and waters, in Hinduism and Buddhism, featured frequently 

on the bas-reliefs of Angkor. A fitting symbol for Royal Air Cambodge. I understand there are 44 types of 

Apsaras. ‘Don’t which one that was. They are still very present even in to-day’s Cambodia, in the 

traditional dances: 

 

(Source: Cambodiasanpashots) 
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“Okay. We’re here for the tiger. The bl…y tiger. What happened?” Getting to that. We lived in a small 

two-storey house in Phnomh-Penh. A French Doctor lived on the ground floor. The tiger was his. We 

lived on the first floor. The garden was shared. 

 

 

 

 

With my little sister. Note the locally-made bamboo park. 
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My brother Richard, with his last pair of spectacles. He’d already broken two and my mother had 

threatened him: “This is your last pair of glasses. Break them? I don’t care. I’m not replacing them”. Of 

course, two days after this picture was taken, Richard took his glasses of. Put them somewhere. Then sat 

on a chair and heard a “crack”. My mother kept her word. My brother never used glasses. 

 

Obviously I don’t “remember” all those details. Those are “recycled” memories. I do remember the 

garden vividly though. In particular, the late afternoon I split my knee open falling on a discarded tin can 

in the garden. And I do remember the Doctor neighbour sewing me up (three stitches). No anesthetics 

readily available then.  
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Before the tin can… 
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With the cook. A neighbour’s bitch had just had a litter. I was not allowed to keep a cub, much to my 

dismay (and to the cub’s relief). Note the sarong on the cook and the “Asian squat”. I used to squat like 

that all the time as a child. Most restful position ever invented by man.  
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With “Petit-Ami”. The neighbours were Cambodian. They had a son roughly my age who came to play 

almost every day. We never knew his name. My mother called him “Little Friend”. He spoke no French, I 

spoke no Khmer, yet we were the best buddies. No language between us, just play. Food for thought: is 

language indispensable? Or does it – always – lead to misunderstandings? 

I’ve always wondered what happened with “Petit-Ami”. The Khmers Rouges took Phnomh Penh in 1975. 

He would have been around twenty. A bourgeois or a Khmer Rouge? Most likely the former. The Khmers 

Rouges deported, starved, executed millions of their “elite”, sometimes, wearing glasses was enough to 

qualify. An estimated 1.7 million Cambodians died at the hands of the Khmers Rouges. I hope “Petit-

Ami” managed to escape and is now a happy grandfather with lots of  “Petit-Amis” grandchildren 

running around. 

 

The Tiger? It is a sad story. The Doctor living on the ground floor had adopted this baby tiger. In the 

hottest hours of the day, after lunch and siesta time (Why did stuff always happen to me at siesta 

time?), the tiger rested in the shade on a landing in the staircase going up to our apartment. Obviously, 

since I was very busy playing in the garden, at times I had to go upstairs. In the staircase. Where the 
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tiger was. A big, large, (three months) (baby) tiger. But if you are three years old, you don’t know the 

difference and the baby tiger was as long as I was tall. So I would tiptoe on the first flight of stairs to 

below the landing. Where the tiger generally dozed. My heart raced more at each step. Then of course 

the tiger would wake up, turn his head, and bore his green eyes into mine. Freeze. Is it absolutely 

indispensable to go upstairs? Yes. Tiger is chained? Yes. But the chain is long. Hmmm. I would then try to 

blend into the wall, slowly make my way around the landing and then run upstairs for my life. Felt very 

brave every time. 

 

A few years later, as my mother was showing us the Cambodia movies, duly mounted with sound added, 

I saw a small part on the baby tiger and I told my mother the story. She looked at me and said with a sad 

smile: “I’m surprised you remember that poor baby tiger. You were very little. And sorry to hear he 

scared you so.”  

“Why do you say ‘poor tiger’?” I asked. 

“Oh, dear, the poor thing couldn’t have done anything to you. He was paralyzed from the waist down. 

Couldn’t walk, couldn’t jump or eat little boys.” 

 

Text and illustrations © BMO and Equinoxio unless otherwise mentioned. 

The tiger sketch is by my father, Cyril (Brieuc’s). 
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BRIEUC MARTIN ONRAET- THE AUTHOR 

 

Brian Martin-Onraet was born of French parents in Pakistan, a few years after the 

Partition. He was later raised in Africa and educated in France and America. A 

marketing consultant by trade, he has taken writing as a hobby. He now lives in 

Mexico with his wife, a researcher, and their cat Miao Zedong. You can visit 
Brian’s blog at: 

 

https://equinoxio21.wordpress.com/ 

 

Few Words from Agnishatdal ( aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu): 

Brian is well… what can I say about a person with such amazing talents? He is a 

brilliant writer, an enviable photographer with eye for the very best models! You 

will have to read his blogs to enjoy his way of telling stories- adding magical 

photographs (his collection is downright enviable) to go along. If you love 

photographs and different cultures his blog is your dream destination. 

https://equinoxio21.wordpress.com/
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Greylock 

Photographer Dom Collucci 
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With tiny thoughts of You 

BY Wendel A. Brown 

Whenever I am sad or lonely 

I quickly love think of you 

Trying to chase the sadness away 

With tiny thoughts of you 

 

For your love has the power needed 

To fill my day with happiness 

You are the treasure needed 

To fill my day with heavens bliss 

 

For you are the one true answer 

to a sad, sad prayer I did pray 

For someone to come and love me 

Chasing my sadness away 

 

So whenever I'm sad or lonely 

My heart will think of only you 

Knowing you only possess the gift 

With the healing love coming from you 

 

And the blessing of your love. 

 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

I write for God and my wife, always  

remember they are my two loves. 

 

Wendell A. Brown, 
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Wendel A. Brown 

 

 

 

 

Wendell A. Brown served in the United States Air Force for eight years. He is 

a retired, disabled veteran who has reinvented himself through writing poetry of 

spirituality and love in a heartfelt nature. Since 1971, Wendell has been writing 

poetry for the Lord; his daily goal is…”To uplift the name of Jesus,” who he 

serves, and the spirits of others worldwide, with his psalms and poems. Wendell 

attained a degree in Religion and Business Administration from Wayland Baptist 

University in 1985. 

 

To follow Wendell and read his poetry, please visit the websites listed below: 

http://wherewordsdailycomealive.wordpress.com/ 

http://atasteofbliss.blogspot.com 

http://americandiversityreport.com 

http://faithwriters.com 

http://annointedforchrist.com 

 

http://wherewordsdailycomealive.wordpress.com/
http://atasteofbliss.blogspot.com/
http://americandiversityreport.com/
http://faithwriters.com/
http://annointedforchrist.com/
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 Additional works of poetry by Wendell A. Brown are: 

The Fire That Burns Within 

Where My Heart Will Always Dwell 

A Season of Psalms for My King 

Making Me A Willing Slave 

A Reason to Smile 

I Want and Need You Now 

When Each Day I Write of You 

A few words from Sharmishtha Basu (Agnishatdal’s creator): The works of 

Wendel are full of light, love and beauty, I have rarely seen such magical poems at 

one place, written by one writer. If you love poems that will add some light in your 

days, no matter how it is, lovely or dreary- you should check out his works. They 

are priceless. 

He blogs at:  

http://wherewordsdailycomealive.wordpress.com/ 

http://atasteofbliss.blogspot.com 

http://americandiversityreport.com 

http://faithwriters.com 

http://annointedforchrist.com 

http://wherewordsdailycomealive.wordpress.com/
http://atasteofbliss.blogspot.com/
http://americandiversityreport.com/
http://faithwriters.com/
http://annointedforchrist.com/
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The Thought hospital 

Written by- sayak banerjee, R.G.KAR medical college 

Cartoons by- Sayantan Mukherjee, R.G.KAR medical college  

 

The name of the planet is “dystopia”. It has a soothing-dark atmosphere with a 

violet glow to see the area in close proximity. The wind has a fishy smell to it-not 

disturbing but not quit pleasing either. The planet is hurting-ly silent. The Earth, 

even in the absence of anybody’s attention, sings its own music- the vibrations of 

the roads, the friction of the leafs, the barking of stray dogs, the arguments of 

‘the ladies’, the busyness of the bazar, the laughter of aged-tea-groups. A sound is 

a physical entity and noise a mind’s perception. The absence of noise soothes 

ones soul and the absence of sound makes it restless. The planet’s atmospheric 

o2 content is quit high- suitable for its inhabitants but toxic for humans (making it 

more suitable for their survival from human colonizing hands). In earth, man 

considers o2 to be quite a blessing but too much blessing can bleach one from the 

inside- apparently “blessing” is quite circumstantial than universal; at least in this 

case. 

The people out here are typically small and from the human lenses their 

appearance its very similar to a human brain with little hands and feet grown. 

They don’t have any eyes, ears, mouth. Their communication uses a different 

wave, which humans can only understand using a translator. A human voyager 

has landed this planet and a representative of this brain-tribe has been appointed 

as his guide fora trip to their civilization. 

The first thing they hit upon was the hospital. 
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The human asked, “what kind of diseases do you get?” 

“all types, sir. Infections, auto inflammation, cancer, AIDS, accidents. What not, 

sir?” 

“what happens when you get sick?” 

“ our health issues are a lot like as in earth, sir. 
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We get infections,‘thought-infection’ as we call it, by the roaming‘ thought-

viruses’. They infect the susceptible and then grows in various parts like the 

decision making centre, perception centre, expression centre etc and causes 

modification of normal function, gives rise to abnormal(!?!) functions and 

hampers the normal distribution of resources to different areas, causing overflow 

to the ‘ inflamed-areas’ and underflow to the other areas, modifying the flow of ‘ 

thought-stream’, sometimes even affecting the optic nerves and causing 

‘blindness’. The common viruses are ‘views’, ‘crush’, ‘religion’, ‘political 

inclination’ etc. The last two can be commensal but sometimes becomes 

pathogenic due to mutation of the original virus. 

 

Our body normally has a defence in the form of ‘ thought-phagocytes’ and 

‘thought-antibodies’, which find and kill new, damaging thoughts, creates 

antibody-memory to quickly eliminate in reintroduction of similar antigens, also 

called ‘experience’. The nature of the MHC protein is unknown though as most 

‘self’ stuffs can be traced to a foreign origin. Maybe clonal suppression plays a 
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hand. Some people also has a first line of defence like ‘ego’ which prevents 

foreign thoughts from easy entrance – beneficial for defence against harmful 

viruses but also kills helpful ones as it is non-specific. Understandably the first line 

defence is better to be both potent and not too strong or the person has to have 

a very strong second line of defence. 

Anyways the treatment is normally symptomatic as most are self-limiting and in 

some cases injection of ‘anti-thoughts’ are sufficient. There is also the problem of 

development of resistance against commonly used ‘anti-thoughts’ and demands 

development of newer ones.” 

“your immune system is quite a blessing I have to say. It takes care of the most 

diseases otherwise only 1 hospital in the whole civilization!” 

“yes and no sir. Infections are easily curable. But problems of the immune system 

are hard to cure. Sometimes it just goes nuts. Take for example ‘word-

hypersensitivity’. The immune system just overreacts to certain previously 

exposed ‘word-allergens’ irrespective of the context, which causes the person to 

start screaming and yelling, getting mad for irrelevant reasons which is a serious 

debility to both the person and the people around him. The treatment here of 

controlled exposure is very tough sir. 

Then again, this is not to say immune system is not a blessing. We learn about a 

blessing that is taken for granted in the absence of it. Sometimes overuse of 

‘thought steroids’(mentioned later) or infection by ‘thought retroviruses’ (like 

prolonged slavery) causes ones immune system to break (‘thought-AIDS’ lol) and 

susceptible to be carried away by every presenting thoughts (or ‘advices’ as the 

people phrase it). The person just does this fora few seconds, then does that- in 

the end producing nothing at all. This vulnerability causes total confusion for both 

him and people around him. Its a very tragic scenario. The person needs ‘immune 
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transplant’ and prolonged stay in ‘thought-sterile’ environment to recover, but he 

can recover though.” 

“ and how does the care givers reach to him- won’t they contaminate the sterile 

environment with ‘otherwise-commensal’ thoughts? 

“that is indeed quit a problem you see. As the person is very susceptible, there is 

high chance of developing dependence towards the ‘immune-donor’ (gurus or 

councilors or mentors as they phrase it) and the chance of getting infected by the 

opportunistic pathogens from the careless care- giver like ‘biases’ , ‘religion’ etc.” 

“oww!! The care givers need to be very careful and conscious about themselves 

then.” 

“yeah, and often they don’t (sigh). 

Then we have this auto-inflammations, another immune dysfunction where the 

immune system ( or the ‘thought-police’) causes inflammation (starts fighting) 

against ‘host-thoughts’. This causes the affected to start questioning “who he is?”, 

“what is he doing?”, “why he is doing whatever he is doing?”. While trying to find 

out ,the person suffers from thought-paucity, thought-excessiv-ity, social-

alienation, pathological introversion, self-alienation, sometimes even suicidal 

tendencies. The disease is sometimes self-inflicted or circumstance-inflicted. This 

disease does a good job though, it helps to get rid of the community acquired 

viruses (like beliefs) and increases the self-knowledge. The medical treatment is 

pretty much supportive including ‘thought-physiotherapy’, sometimes along with 

‘thought-steroids’ to treat over-inflammation. But when the patient gets cured, 

he develops a very thick meninges, a clear knowledge of ‘the self’, and absence of 

the fear of losing. In their minds (the mind of the mind!!) he has nothing to lose.” 
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“ahh!! Thought-physiotherapy is that what you call it?” 

“ yes, sir, physiotherapy. It also has important roles in case of tragic accidents 

where parts of the brain gets destroyed or unusable (causing inferiority complex, 

helplessness)or phobia about similar circumstances. It is very common in 

physically exploited victims which completely changes their spectacles of certain 

experience. The physiotherapy includes rehab, controlled exposure, sharing etc. 

The main part of the rehab is modifying ones spectacles” 

 

“like those +/- spectacles?” 
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“no. The colour-blindness spectacles. Imagine a candle lighting in a dark room sir. 

Some people see the patterns the light makes while some other the patterns the 

absence of light makes. One is called positive and the other negative. Some more 

differently getting out of this black and white scenario to a more complex 

coloured version. We use a shark-roaring test to diagnose and treat this colour- 

blindness/ colour-biasness.” 

“can’t someone have a bit ‘neutral’ lens?” 

“ that’s very rare sir, except in childhood. You might use neutral spectacle sir, but 

that just means you will see it in neutral and non-neutral view. Not necessarily the 

‘absolute neutral’ sir, only a different light with its own shadow. The most 

esteemed brand of spectacles ‘zen’, ‘Upanishad’ promises to do that. But then 

again requirement of a spectacle proves that our eyes are somehow blind, not 

necessarily its a fault in the eye but commonly it is in the visual association areas. 

Only a child has no spectacles but unfortunately creating spectacles is an 

important step of growing up only matched by later attempts to remove the 

otherwise used-to spectacles. A new wearer can feel his spectacles, an used to 

one forgets he is even wearing one. A change to new spectacle causes initial 

uneasiness and apparent ‘clear vision’, but may not be the absolute one. 

Actually what one is saying speaks more about his spectacle than the object he is 

seeing. To get an idea of what he is seeing he has to learn about his spectacles. 

Attempts to remove the spectacle is pretty futile and leads to change of 

spectacles rather than no spectacle.” 
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“and what is the most toughest disease you face?” 

“ oh!! Its the ‘thought-cancer’. Sir. 

What happens is, a normal thought has a fixed life span- it goes through 

‘programmed thought forget-ation’. But when a thoughts apopto-genes (proto 

oncogenes) gets mutated, it becomes immortal(unforgettable). Initially it causes 

reversible behavioral change according to site and type of cancer(metaplasia). If 

the stimulus persists, the changes become permanent (dysplasia). Then it grows 

disproportionately bigger forming a ‘tumour’. After that it starts to spread to 

different areas modifying or suppressing their functions( metastasis), and 

ultimately death. Sometimes it also causes a few side effects, according to the 

chemical it produces (paraneoplastic syndrome)” 

“wait wait. This is getting way over my head!” 

“ lets take an example sir. Our teenage people commonly suffer from a ‘thought-

virus’ crush. Its origin is physiological hormonal stimulus. But sometimes it gets a 

bit modified due to the confusion of the patient (mutation). When the ‘other’ 

shows a bit of interest (often only a delusion of the patient), there is rise of 

reversible thought alteration (metaplasia). If it continues for long, the condition 

becomes a bit more serious and irreversible- an infatuation as we call it 

(dysplasia). Then he thinks unusually more about her often ignoring his other jobs 

(thought-tumour). Some, sometimes even develop a kind of unresponsiveness to 

other peoples of opposite gender(except the ‘other’), uninterested at his own 

well being, doing things that on his imagination is something she wants him to do 

(paraneoplastic syndrome-delusion). Ultimately, he starts to hallucinate her all 

the time, eating the way he thinks she wants him to, sleeping the way he thinks 

she wants him to, finding her influence in every normal chores. He confuses love 

with pity. If left he may even die by suicide as an expression of his devotion, or die 
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due to lack of self care. The other common cancer is ‘religious extremism’, 

‘economic-extremism’.” 

“you people seem to be very conscious about health, you people are quite over-

cautious i would say. Why do you try to create this too-disease-free world. Don’t 

you think it will undermine the value of good health? Why not just let things go 

sometimes?” 

“well, we consider health and the well-being of our people of utmost importance 

sir. Just as you people take financial and territorial dominance in your planet 

.Mind-ism is utmost importance to us as is extremism (and sometimes anti-

extremism extremism) in your planet. And a diseased person spreads more 

disease. We want a world where health can be taken for granted, productivity an 

obvious thing- for that we might have to hold things a bit strongly than we should 

do. Everything is as important as we make it, sir.” 

 

Sayak Banerjee 

Sayak banerjee is a final year MBBS student. The writings are very 

fluctuant and normally satirical, social insightful or indulging in 

spiritual matters. The writings are more often indirect than absolutely 

direct. Sometimes it indicates an obsession to clarity and explanation. 

Favorite quote-  life consists of taking risks and making mistakes but 

wherever possible your own mistakes than those of others. 
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Mount Graylock 

Photographer Dom Collucci 
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Leaves fall 

Arjo Dasgupta 

The twilight descended slowly on the horizon. "Yet another day has passed by", 

Salema Bibi said to herself. Her son did not return even today. Clutching a faint 

hope in the middle of her heart, she keeps waiting for him, looking at the junction 

where the muddy path mingles with the concrete roads. Even in the last day of 

the year, she did not see a faint glimmer of peace in her life. No military jeep 

came and stood in front of her house, no one jumped out of it. Her son Rafikul 

had told her before going to war, 

-"You'll see amma, I will definitely return for you." 

Somehow keeping the tears at bay, Salema had bid farewell to her son. Filling the 

air with dust, a proud mother's son had again stormed off to bet his life for his 

country. 

Salema was a widower.After Rafikul's younger brother Ahmad was born, he'd 

passed away in an unfortunate accident. Somehow by cooking snacks and running 

errands, Salema had been able to provide her children, and that too only because 

this was a remote locality. Just so he can lift his mother out of this poor life, 

Rafikul had bet his life and traveled across the country. After Rafik was gone, 

somehow Salema kept on bringing up a little seven years' Ahmad, bearing a heavy 

load on her heart, which did not seem to be lessening any time soon. 

-" Amma, when will bhaiya return?" 
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It's been almost a year Rafikul was gone. After his brother had left, Ahmad has 

been asking  the same question everyday to his mother. Salema had grown tired 

of telling new lies everyday to her little child. But still, she tries to make him 

understand, cooking up false stories everyday. Lighting the lamp everyday 

evening, she opens the shutter of her small shop. The cold wind keeps cutting 

through the face, like a diamond cuts a piece of glass. The tattered shawl is not 

enough to block it off. That being the last resort, Salema wears it herself, and 

covers Ahmad with a warm sweater she knit herself. The mother and son sit 

beside a small fire to soak in the little warmth they can get out of it. One or two 

neighbors come by to talk to her, give her condolences. The evening passes by, 

allowing the dark night to take over. After taking their supper, Salema prays to 

Allah for Rafikul, and wanders off to sleep. 

                                                                           *** 

He was sitting outside the door of his tent and looking at the night sky. His mother 

and brother keep flashing across his mind in this faraway land, on this last day of 

the year. In front of him a tree stood tall, releasing its yellow leaves in the cold 

wintry breeze. The leaves are coming to him, and are again swept away by a whirl, 

spreading out onto the valley. On one side of this open field they resided, 

opposed to the camp of the enemy troops, ready to strike any moment. 

-Rafik. 

It was his partner, Anil. 

-Yes? 

-Commander has called a meeting, let's go. 

-Ya sure let's go. 

-We will attack tonight.Everyone, pay attention! Get your positions straight.From 

tomorrow a new year begins, we'll gift our country a new.... 
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Like the commander ordered, Rafik remembered his family once while preparing 

for the eminent war.Then, all senses alert, he took his position behind the tree, as 

his friends disappeared into the darkness of the night. His job is to guard the base 

camp. After a few moments, a blast thundered through the air. The Indian 

Defense Troop has attacked at its maximum capacity. The smell of burnt 

gunpowder filled the air. Rafik was waiting, for the moment... the moment when 

he'd see his friends coming back waving the Indian flag high, all stark in its glory. 

But still he had his senses alert. His instinct told him there was someone nearby, 

they'd sensed some activity in the dark. After watching keenly for a few moments, 

realization dawned on Rafik that someone from the enemy's camp is trying to 

invade their base. The invader, too, had seen Rafik by then. Without wasting a 

moment, Rafik took his aim and fired. His opponent fell to the ground with a thud. 

The very next moment, hot sharp pieces of shell pierced the night and his heart. A 

soldier's uniform was yet again drenched and dyed with blood. A perfect aim. The 

bullet had pierced straight through his heart. Rafik's lifeless body lay there, under 

the bare tree, that had stood witness to many emotions of a poor mother's son. 

On the opposite side of the field the Indian Army was rejoicing in the glory of 

victory. 

A new sun rose yet again, but this time, in a new year. 

©Arjo Dasgupta 
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ARJO DASGUPTA 

 

Amateur cook, Bengali by heart, Foodie by default. 

Read books a lot, Love Tagore creations, writing whatever I feel like, painting, 
sleeping and making new friends. 

Just cannot stop myself from joking at a serious moment (my mother calls me 
mad for this)! 

On my way to become a Computer Science Engineer. 

A few words from Agnishatdal (aka her creator Sharmishtha Basu) 

 Arjo and Hem are our junior-most writers, they both are yet to become 
graduates.  

Arjo is a very talented writer, at present he is writing in Bengali but in future he 
will be trying English, writing in Bengali is a tough job, believe me! We had so 
many legends that it is tough to make Bengali readers appreciate your works, that 
is not the case with Arjo’s writings, they are fantastic and I am damn sure that if 
chips and microchips don’t kidnap him he will be publishing in all major magazines 
in future! I am glad that he started with Agnishatdal, so, even if he earns Booker 
or Nobel in future he won’t forget Agnishatdal. 

You can check out his works in his wordpress blog bongstories.wordpress.com 
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Treats of D Month 

 

This section will contain achievements or accomplishments of 
Agnishatdal’s creative group, anything they want to share with all 

of us, or Agnishatdal’s mommy thinks she should share with you. It 
will mostly share announcements, interviews, critics of the past 

month issue etc. This month we have Dominic Collucci’s Birthday 
on 1st November. 

This month’s special treat is prepared by Swati Sarangi, our 
extremely talented young friend for Dipawali (29.10.16) 
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Happy Birthday Soulbro (Dom Collucci) 

1.11.16 
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Happy Birthday Soulbro (Dom Collucci) 

1.11.16 

 

Happy birthday dear soulbro! May God bless you with every 

beautiful thing that is available for human beings, today and in days 

to come. 

May you live a happy, prosperous and enlightened life! 

 

In case you are wondering who soulbro is- Well soulbro, Dom Collucci is a 

priceless friend, an amazing poet and photographer. Here is a little glimpse into his 

heart- 

Growing up in the USA  
Dates from the early 1950's to present 

 
Back in the early 1950's the biggest thing on one's mind was rock and roll, new fashions 
and styles in living especially automobiles and of course the Cold War between the USA 

and the USSR. 
It seems television was debut at this time as well. We had one and it was black and 
white with limited stations. Education was public school learning the 3 "R"s and that 

would be reading, w"r"iting and a"r"ithmetic.Later on I went to Catholic school and 
then public high school. 

 
Grew up on mom's home cooking and Italian food. To me that was the best about life. 

Some call it comfort food. Hits the spot and felt deep in your heart as well. 
 

I then joined the U S Navy and seen most of the world. This was the time of the Viet 
Nam conflict. 

I came home and got married and through all this I worked for the Veteran's 
Administration for 36 years until retirement in 2009. As for now I just enjoy life in 

mountain hiking as much as I can. 
 

Dom Colucci 
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It’s Diwali here 

 

The richness of the season 

The freshness of air 

The scattering of dry leaves 

Here, there and everywhere 

Over the solid ground 

The melodious chanting sound 

Of some indigenous birds 

Or the exotic ones. 
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The wandering of free butterflies 

I can never catch them 

No matter how hard  

My hand tries 

The fragrance of  

Blooming flowers 

Spreading and creating  

A blissful atmosphere. 
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With the arrival of festive season 

The preparations have 

Already begun 

A list of various events 

Has caught my vision 

I want to be a participant 

Of numerous events 

To showcase my talent. 
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The open field of an area 

So meticulously chosen 

To build a Pandal 

Decorated with some 

Eye catching artefacts. 

The carpeted ground 

Seems to be glittering with 

Colorful floral designs. 

 

The all-stretching blue sky 

Being draped by 

The vibrant colored 

Tent fixed at the periphery  

Few small steps put  
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Leading one to the 

Pandal’s foot 

Near and close. 

 

Then comes the Puja day 

A day of fun filled celebration 

And enjoyment, I can say 

Goddess’s idol radiating 

An invisible divine ray 

Attracting the mortals 

To that decorated palace. 

 

The night sky gets illumined 

With the sparking fireworks 

A scene so spectacular 

A huge gathering of people 

Savoring the brightness of dark sky 

And exclaiming over the 

Formation of various   

Jeweled patterns. 

 

Oh! Goddess, fill us with 

Immense courage and power 

So that we are capable of  

Fighting with all ordeals 

Each moment and every hour 

May we drive out the  

Thriving social evils 

The way you destroyed  

The demons and devils. 
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© Swati Sarangi [25.09.2014] 

P.S:I wish everyone a safe and colorful diwali..    

 

 

Swati Sarangi: She holds a B.Tech. degree in Engineering. She is someone who 

has an intense obsession with numbers, colours and words. In her spare time she 

writes in her two personal blogs- http://creative-constelation.blogspot.com and 

http://wordstoworldblog.wordpress.com . She has contributed her writings to 

various platforms and received prizes in different competitions. Her favourite form 

of writing is poetry.  

A few words from Sharmishtha Basu (Agnishatdal’s creator): Swati is a very 

talented Haiku writer, her writing is very beautiful, I am still exploring her works, 

so in the future I will be able to tell you more about the beauty of her works, but 

the posts I have seen are fabulous, she certainly is gifted by Goddess Saraswati, the 

Goddess of knowledge and arts. 

She blogs at: https:// creative-constelation.blogspot.com  and        

                http://wordstoworldblog.wordpress.com 

 

http://creative-constelation.blogspot.com/
http://wordstoworldblog.wordpress.com/
http://wordstoworldblog.wordpress.com/
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Thank You for your beautiful words 
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WHAT DID THE CRITICS SAID ABOUT 

Ashwin AGNISHATDAL 

TROY DAVID LOY 

 

Ishwar Chandra Bidyasagar: What a remarkable man, a reformer and educator who took a lot 

of trouble onto himself in his work of bettering the academic lot of Indian women and the poor, and 

arousing the anger of the establishment. That kind of courage is hard to find anymore. 

 

Birendra Krishna Bhadra: This piece on a famous radio personality, and his remarkable career 

and family upbringing really stood out. It made me want to download one of his radio programs to 

listen to, Mahishasur Mardini. 

 

Only Yourself: Wendel’s piece is well-put in the futility of claiming to love without really 

meaning it. 

 

A little pain made it rain: Dominic has in this issue a great bit of poignant verse. 

 

Universal love: A good call and case for love and compassion in a world that often seems more 

cynical and jaded than it ought to at times. 

 

The Raja and the Swamiji: Raghunandan here relates a terrific tale of a puissant Northern ruler 

whose skills with a bow come in very handy in saving his life from some very foolish 

bandits....foolish for thinking they could best him in combat. The Raja’s travails, prior to this combat, 

are brought into context by the wise swamiji, and resolved by the same. Very good. 

 

The Black Queen: This tale of a retired nobleman in Vietnam, accentuated with photos and 

scenes from a decorative chessboard is well-written, a good piece of period fiction. 

 

Binding the household: Swati gives a good argument for the abolition of rigid gender roles in 

work, those roles set in place by skewed ideologies by most societies from childhood onward. 

 

Aardvark reflection: This has some good points as well, on the folly of believing everything you 

read. It’s a theme that has all too many instances in this age of the Internet and rampant 

misinformation. Evaluating information reliably is often more critical than merely finding it in a 

book or webpage. 

 

Impressions: Lisa here has created a delightful scene along the shoreline of a beach, with a good 

quote accompanying it. 
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Treats of D Month: 
This section includes two interviews, with Hemdiva Dev, and Teagan R. Geneveine. My thanks to 

the eZine's creator for the wonderful Bengali birthday shoutout. This will sound odd coming from 

me, but it makes me feel blessed to be so highly honored. There are here the critiques of the Bhadra 

issue as well. 

 

Creator's Quill: 
Here are contributions by the creator herself, a collection of wonderful verses appropriate for the 

season in digital meme form, showing a good sense of balance for text and imagery combined as one. 

If only I could do so well with that for my own memes! Kudos! The Bangla and Hindi verse in their 

graceful scripts will be excellent subjects for study and practice in reading in both languages! 

 

Narad Shrimati - A love story from the Hindu Purans:  

This was touching, and interesting in that its outcome seems to me to lead up to the birth of the hero 

Rama, to the events in the epic Ramayana, including the origin of Rama’s nemesis, Raja Ravana. 

 
India This Month: 
There are several holidays noted here, from Durgapuja, to Muharram, to Kojagari Lakshmipuja, this 

section gives a good overview of celebrations taking place during the month. 

 

Pieces of Past: Indus Valley Cities: 
More information on one of my favorite early civilizations, and its legacy, most often seen in the 

remnants of its cities, which used means of maintaining a high population with advanced sanitation 

means, a sign of high culture and for its time, superior knowledge. 

 

Whew! Another issue rich with interesting things to read, and I await the Kartik issue when it comes! 

 

 

 
Troy David Loy 
 
kestalus@verizon.net 
https://www.amazon.com/author/troyloy 

 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/h/u6roz9b7tmi0/?&cs=wh&v=b&to=kestalus@verizon.net
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fr.html%3FC%3DZ9SQXHR9LXA4%26R%3D33BX9A7EEZFRX%26T%3DC%26U%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.amazon.com%252Fauthor%252Ftroyloy%253Fref_%253Dpe_1724030_132998060%26A%3DMQDIOO8EGVPUIMBMNZALSJKVBTAA%26H%3DBORAPEX6AYIVIIEEALI6UYIOSDOA%26ref_%3Dpe_1724030_132998060&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGUcvaQlLjledZ3BXuz0xX_GjpGBA
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WHAT DID THE CRITICS SAID ABOUT 

Ashwin AGNIJAAT 

TROY DAVID LOY 

 

First, for Ashwin Agnijaat: 
 

Rakhipurnima: 
This was a fascinating piece, as though there are bonds of sibling-hood and friendship almost 

universally across cultures, this celebration is to my knowledge unique to Indian society, and I find it 

quite touching to say the least! Sadly, I know nothing of its like in the West. 

 

Kaulinyapratha: 
A good discussion of a custom that for centuries has put Bengali women in a very bad situation for 

the sake of deference to older men. The fact of serial grooms, hungry to enrich themselves with 

dowries paints a dark picture of human ethics, and darker still the outcome for brides who become 

widows at an early age. 

 

Slyphones: 
Hear, hear! I'm in agreement with this, that 'smartphone' is a misnomer, and 'instrument for covert 

data-theft from owner' does seem more appropriate. That's not just with Android devices, but also 

Apple products that seem to know just a bit more about one than feels comfortable dealing with, yet 

can't even do autocorrect accurately after three years of heavy use! 

 

The Ruckus in JNU:  
The upshot of this: young people ought to get some respect and empathy from the society in which 

they live, not merely be subservient to the demands of their elders or an uncaring and corrupt 

government. That, I think, applies well to any nation on the planet. 

 

Nature @Kolkata in Ashwin: 
A beautiful description of the local season during the month of Mahalaya and Durgapuja. It puts to 

shame the petty festivals in my own country, save those brought here by immigrants from across the 

world, and especially those hailing from the subcontinent. 

 

Rani Rudrama Devi - Glimpses of Indian History: 

A fascinating look into the reign of a strong and powerful woman in a region otherwise dominated by 

men. The fact that she was such an effective ruler despite attempts to obstruct her ability belies the 

notion that women can't compete with men. 
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Story Time: 
These were delightful, showing an ability with words I've yet to effectively master in the authoress's 

domain. 'I am still here' stood out in particular as memorable as wonderful short fiction in which the 

protagonist has a friendly and life-changing encounter with a Goddess. I love that Hindu deities are 

so colorful and relatable, which nicely segues into... 

 

...Durgapuja: 
For which there are picturesque digital art memes describing the days in this most Bengali of 

festivals, an easily-grasped account of each part of the celebration in excellent detail. I recommend 

the book they come from. 

 

Verses: 
These are prone to evoking childhood sense-memories, far, far back to a time when I felt that 

everything was magic, though seeing the world now with older eyes hasn't spoiled that so much as it 

may have. 

 

Cat and Butterfly: 
A collection of seven digitally painted memes, it’s a tale of my favorite species of cute but 

murderous pets and their victims in the eternal struggle between predators and prey.  

 

 

Troy David Loy 
 
kestalus@verizon.net 
https://www.amazon.com/author/troyloy 
 

 

 

  

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/h/u6roz9b7tmi0/?&cs=wh&v=b&to=kestalus@verizon.net
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fr.html%3FC%3DZ9SQXHR9LXA4%26R%3D33BX9A7EEZFRX%26T%3DC%26U%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.amazon.com%252Fauthor%252Ftroyloy%253Fref_%253Dpe_1724030_132998060%26A%3DMQDIOO8EGVPUIMBMNZALSJKVBTAA%26H%3DBORAPEX6AYIVIIEEALI6UYIOSDOA%26ref_%3Dpe_1724030_132998060&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGUcvaQlLjledZ3BXuz0xX_GjpGBA
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Creator’s Quill 
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Minutes together … 
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Loco from 

Black Mist and Other Stories 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

ONE 

The alley was dark, deserted. Chand and Mahim were walking side by side, 

returning home after nightshift. Both drunk and happy without much reason… they 

worked day in and day out for their living, spared their earnings on country booze 

and women available on rent.  

Chand, the stocky short one had emptied most of the bottle that was still clutched 

in his hand, but now he felt another kind of urge rising, the kind that could be 

satisfied by the soft body of a young woman. He knew of a place that could give 

him a few moments of heaven in exchange for his hard earned paycheck.” 

 

“So, who are the lucky girls tonight? Champakali or Mina?” Mahim, the thin 

fellow with two day old stubbles asked in a drunken tone, followed by a giggle. 

“We will see….” Chand replied like a small monarch deciding the fate of a 

criminal shaking in front of him. 

“I like Jaya but she asks too much.” Mahim continued. 

“Go to hell!”  

Chand shouted as he tripped on somebody and fell to the ground.  

“Why? What did I do?” Mahim mumbled. 

“Not you buddy!” Chand slurred. “I was cursing this stupid wench, lying in the 

iddle of the footpath, as if her father owns the town!” 
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The creature huddled in a torn sheet shot up and started to hit him. She was a 

deranged woman they have seen loitering around these footpaths when they 

returned after morning or day shifts. 

Mahim stepped in and quickly pushed them both away from each other.  

 

“She is a loco bro!” he laughed out loud. “You chose a loco to fall upon.”  

Chand was up from his sprawling position and was busy dusting away the dirt on 

his body. He looked at the woman sitting on the ground muttering and hissing 

under her breath. 

She was a sweet looking woman in her early twenties, even though her clothes 

were all in tatters and her hair was clearly infested with lice, but they have had 

worse. 

Something evil sparked in his head. 

“Let’s save two hundred rupee tonight.” He said to Mahim. 

“What?” but the hint was too clear, even Mahim’s drunken mind clearly 

interpreted it. 

“She will claw us to death.” He shrugged and started to walk. 

“Not if she is unconscious. I have some medicine in my pocket, a strong liquid that 

helps me to sleep when my liver hurts.” Chand chuckled monstrously. “…. And I 

have a cake…” 

They poured the entire bottle on the cake and returned to her “Hey loco! Are you 

hungry?” 

Loco mumbled something. Her dirty, pretty face lit up as she reached out for the 

surprise gift. 
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TWO 

 

She gobbled it up and fell to the ground like a rock. 

“Is she dead?” Mahim said. “We will go to jail!” 

“Shut up! Who will care if a dead loco is discovered on footpath tomorrow 

morning?” Chand asked. “People will be glad I think. Let’s see if we have wasted 

our two hundred bucks…”  

He stooped and held his palm under her nose for a while, “No… only sleeping…” 

he quickly shot a glance around them; the city was asleep.  

He picked her up and they started walking towards a row of deserted go-downs. 

 

They threw the woman on the floor of one of the go-downs. 

“Let’s have it done before someone shows up.” 

The woman sat up, “Let me go!” she said, in a very clear and coherent manner. 

“She is not a loco bro!” Mahim mumbled, the stupor of the liquor was ebbing 

away, senses returning. 

“Oh yes she is! I have seen her mumbling to herself and picking up things from 

road to eat.” Chand answered. “Any way, it’s too late. No one will believe her, and 

she won’t recognize us.”  

“Let me go!” the woman repeated. “Please!” 

She was up from the floor, slowly stepping away from them. 

“Catch her!” Chand ordered, “I won’t waste my sleeping drug. It costs twenty 

rupee a bottle.”  

“Don’t touch me you filthy creature.” The woman said in a sharp tone to Mahim 

who was about to grab her. 
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“Shut up you …” 

Something flashed in her hand; she shot out and grabbed a handful of Mahim’s 

hair, before Chand could react Mahim’s torso was lying at his feet. 

He turned to run but the woman was no longer standing in the corner, behind him, 

she was standing right in front of him; blocking his way. 

 

She was absolutely nude barring the loin cloth, her upper body was covered by the 

black voluptuous waterfall of hair cascading down from her head and a garland- 

made of human heads, one of them was his friends dangled from her neck.  

 

She grabbed his hair; he saw the silver sparkle of her falchion. 

“For centuries I have heard my daughters cry and beg for my mercy.” She said in a 

very sweet voice. “I have been thinking and hoping that you beasts will mend your 

ways; learn to love and respect them.” 

“But no…..” 

“You left me no choice but to come down here for them…” 

The falchion flashed and everything went dark. 

She added the heads to her garland and disappeared. 

 

Night passed away in its usual pace, city opened its eyes… 

Ramsingh, a cop in Srirampur police station was busy dusting the table of the 

Inspector, who was yet to arrive in the station when the phone rang.  

“Hello!” he picked up the phone, brows knitting together instantly. 

“Is it Chandannagar Police station?” the man on the other side asked. 
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“No, its Alipore Zoo! Don’t you check before ringing?” he scowled to the caller 

and mumbled to himself, “Here they start! Boy! Where is this city going, it’s 

barely ten thirty in the morning and they are dialing police station.” 

The man tried to say something but he rudely stopped him, “You have to come to 

the police station to get the diary written. I am not talking to the Chief Minister of 

the state, am I?” and banged the receiver on the cradle. 

“Who was it Dutta?” he was startled by the voice. The Inspector was removing his 

helmet. 

“umm…ummm…” the red-faced constable tried to think about the excuse but 

could not. He was caught absolutely off guard. 

“How many times have I told you to talk properly to the people who call with 

complaint?” The young officer asked. 

“Sorry sir, actually my head is hurting….” Ramsingh answered. 

“What was he saying?” the officer asked. 

 

THREE 

 

“Same story sir, two decapitated bodies have been found on the shores of Ganges, 

near those go-downs…” Ramsingh said. 

 

“These go-downs are really headache sir, if you ask me. They are boarding house 

for all types of low-lives of the town, the thugs, the murderers, the drug peddlers, 

the addicts, name them they are there and the owners are busy filing cases. It’s we, 

the police men who suffer for their greed for money. I sometimes have a deep urge 

to bulldoze them all!” The fat constable stopped, a bit out of breath by the little 

theater. 
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“Don’t talk about a solution that is just not possible Ramsingh, two bodies this 

time?” he picked his helmet back, “Let’s go before the place gets thronged.” 

They reached the spot. It was on the bank of Ganges, a row of go-downs, some 

were almost gone, only the boundary walls stood, others were in various stages of 

the same destination. 

A small crowd was already there, wailing women told the police that they have 

been identified. 

It was an open and shut case, someone must have thought throwing away the heads 

to Ganges will delay or hamper identification, that did not worked because they 

had everything else in their pockets- their factory identification card too. 

So that meant it was the handiwork of someone not very expert in murdering. 

“Do you know who they are?” the inspector asked one of the men standing in the 

crowd. 

“Yes. Chand and Mahim, they work in the small plastic factory near railway 

station. They were not good men sir. Beating up their wives, kids and spending all 

their earnings on hookers and booze was their way of life.” 

“Their wives worked in homes as maids to bring up the kids and keep the stove 

burning.” The man shrugged. Not even the least sympathetic towards the men. 

“Well that is what most of these factory workers do, don’t they? They don’t get 

killed like this!” 

“They must have come down here for some extra amusement and that deal must 

have gone wrong sir.” Another constable muttered. 

“Or they might have witnessed something they should not have Dutta it could be 

anything, another murder… a drug deal…. A murder …” the officer answered. 

The next morning Dutta showed him the news paper, some news items circled by 

red ink. 
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“Look at them sir!” He was absolutely flabbergasted. “Are they all done by same 

man or group of men?” 

It appeared to them that someone has been on decapitation spree last night. 

One in Howrah station, seven more in Kolkata…. Five in Burdwan…. Eight in 

Asansol…. 

“This is really weird!” Dutta muttered, “Black magic? Or another stone man in 

making?”  

“It can’t be the work of a single person silly man! Have you seen that all the 

murders have been committed last night, and you know the distance between these 

places… it can’t be done by one person, unless of course, your stone man knows to 

fly.” The officer answered. 

Then after a brief pause continued…. Loudly…”I wonder what happened back 

there!” 

 

FOUR 

 

The night before: 

A train pulled in Howrah Station, A young woman descended, she was not 

Bengali, and was not with a companion. 

The train was supposed to reach Kolkata in noon, she was a stranger to the metro 

but was smart enough to catch a bus and reach her destination.  

“Don’t try to catch a bus or taxi at this hour Miss, wait in the waiting room till 

seven or eight. Then it will be safe.” The ticket collector has told her before 

rushing away for a cup of tea. 

She headed for the waiting room. 

A man sitting in the darkness of dimly lit platform noticed her; he knew that the 

waiting room is deserted. He got up and followed her.  
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He did not found what he was looking for. 

Nor did the lecherous neighbor who after being shunned by his neighbour’s 

beautiful wife again and again forced his way into his home when he was not 

around! 

Or the teacher, who was revered by his students during daytime but in the night 

something else came out of his skin to crawl, he took advantage of mild, 

submissive nature of schoolgirls again and again. 

It was payback time it seemed! 
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Meghmallar 

By Sharmishtha Basu 
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Meghmallar 

By Sharmishtha Basu 

 

 

Let the skies sing 

Meghmallar today! 

Let drumbeats sound 

in heart of clouds, 

and flashes of 

dazzling lightning  

Illuminate the sky above 

and earth below. 

Let the crystals of sky 

pour down on earth.  
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Jab ghir aaye ho 

By Sharmishtha Basu 
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As you are here 

By Sharmishtha Basu  

 

 

As you are here 

don’t go away! 

Sate the  thirsty earth 

with your sweet drops. 

Don’t fly away 

without giving that 

priceless gift, 

like mirage in desert 

or false promises made! 

Cover the earth with 

your green lace, 

decorate her with crystal beads, 

and sing your soft song 

soaked with drops of rain. 
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Suswagatam (Welcome) 

India This Month- Kartik 1423 
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Ek Din (one day) 

By Aayush Maurya 

एक     

आज             
            ह      

             ह      
   क       क      

    क        क  
       ह ... 
      
क     क   ख      ह   
क          ज        
   

  ज     क    ह          क   

 ख               ह 

   

        ह           ह   ए 

              ~आ         
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One day 

Met me again 

today! 

It shows up 

every day! 

Ah I kept it 

close to my heart, 

always thinking, 

I will live it someday! 

So many days did I piled up, 

in  my wallet, 

always believing 

I will live them someday! 

Then one day I discovered 

they all were stolen 

last night! 
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Aayush Maurya 

 

 

Aayush Maurya 

+917748815167 

Blog :- aayushmaurya12.wordpress.com 

 

This shy poet does not have anything to say about his brilliant poems, I 

wish I could capture his amazing feelings when I translated his poem, if 

you know Hindi check out his brilliant works in his blog and you will 

salute his talent! 

http://aayushmaurya12.wordpress.com/
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Kartik 1423 

18.10.16 to 16.11.16 
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Story of Bangla Calendar 

Sharmishtha Basu 

Emperor Akbar started the Bengali calendar-year on 10 March, 1585, but it 
became effective from 16 March, 1586 the day of his ascension to the throne. The 
basis of the Bengali year is the Hejiri lunar year [Muslim era counted from the 
year of Muhammad's (SM) going to Medina in 622 AD] and the Bengali solar year. 
The Bengali year was accepted even at the grass root level. A possible reason for 
this may be that the basis of the Bengali year is agriculture and the beginning of 
the Bengali year is a time of collection of taxes from the farmers. For instance, the 
farmer does not plough the field even if it rains in Chaitra (the last month of the 
Bengali year and corresponding to mid-march to Mid-April. The fields are 
generally ploughed in the month of Baisakh (April-May) and the prayer for the 
rains is also because of this. However, the common man still refers to the Bengali 
calendar of his day to day activities and the city-dwellers to the Julian calendar.  
 
Though Bengalis are forgetting the names of Bengali months but they still 
celebrate Bangla Nabobarsho with great gusto, good for us, because Bengalis 
should remember one thing that they have an absolutely enviable culture, so they 
should cherish it. 
 
Modern life may require us to follow Julian calendar but that does not means we 
will forget our own roots. 
 
It is funny though, that Bengalis follow Hindu rituals based on a Muslim calendar, 
the actual Hindu calendar is a little different from Bengali calendar. The months 
don’t tally with Bengali calendar, though their names are more or less same. See 
the next picture you will get the idea, Shravan in Hindu calendar falls in August, 
this year it will start on 3rd August, first day after the moonless (amavasya) night 
and end on next Amavasya. I will follow Bengali calendar though. 
 

Bengali days go like this- Sunday- Rabibar, Monday- Sombar, Tuesday- Mangalbar, 

Wednesday-Budhbar, Thursday-Brihaspatibar, Friday-Shukrabar, Saturday-

Shanibar. 
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Hindu Calendar for October 2016 
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Kalipuja 
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India This Month 

Sharmishtha Basu 

Halloween(?)  no Bhootchaturdashi- or Chaturdashi of Ghosts. 

Alas we don’t celebrate this festival but we celebrate Bengali Halloween on the 
night before Kalipuja,  Candles are placed on every doorstep to prevent ghosts 
from entering the homes after dusk. It is on 28th October this year. 

Kalipuja and Dipawali (29.10.16) 

North India celebrates the first moonless night after Mahalaya to celebrate Sri 
Ramchandra’s returning to Ayodhya, after vanquishing Ravana, rescuing Sita and 
fulfilling his father’s promise to Kaikeyee. Ayodhya filled itself with light on this 
night centuries ago to celebrate the homecoming of their darling prince. North 
India too decks up with lights and bursts crackers on this night to celebrate the 
victory of good over evil. 

Bengal worships mother Goddess Kali on this night but follows North India’s 
example and decorates homes with candles and bursts all types of crackers 
available in market. 

Bhaiphota, Bhaidooj (1.11.16) 

On the dwitiya (2nd hindu date) after Kalipuja’s moonless night sisters celebrate 
their brothers all over India, by pampering them, giving them treats and a tika, 
elongated dot in forehead. 

It is not a religious affair, it is sisters praying for the welfare of their brothers as 
elaborately as possible. No deities are worshipped, only brothers get gala 
offerings. 

Chhatpuja or Suryashashthi (4,5,6,7 november): Many North Indians 
worship Surya for four days during Chhatpuja, they offer their prayers on the bank 
of river Ganges with great fanfare.  
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Bhaiphota 
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Bengal This month 

Sharmishtha Basu 

 

Kartik 

Bhoot chaturdashi aka Indian Halloween (28.10.16): Oh yes! Ghosts 

show up in India too, on specific date, the night before Kalipuja, when they come 

to escort Lord Shiva’s wife to earth, and they try to visit their loved ones, but they 

being timid hearted keep candles on every doorstep to bar their entrances. 

Kalipuja (29.10.16): Just like North Indians we Bengalis in eastern part of India 
too celebrate victory of good over evil, but in quite contrasting way, we worship 
Mother Goddess Kali on this night, the fiercest form of Mother Goddess Durga, 
she is the ULTIMATE destroyer of evil, the only problem is when she is eradicating 
evil she eradicates everyone else who falls on the way. If you notice an idol of the 
deity you will see that there is a garland of human head around her neck, and a 
human head is dangling from one of her hands. Under her feet is lying her 
husband Lord Shiva, mythologies said she was so furious with rage that her 
husband Lord Shiva laid himself down at her feet, she at first trampled him, then 
noticed what she has done and that shame knocked her out of her fury. 

So North and East India celebrate the same thing, good conquering evil, in two 
ways! By the way, East India, that is, Bengal too decorate their houses and burst 
crackers now, after learning from northies. 

Bhaiphota (1.11.16): is the second favorite festival of Bengalis. It is celebrated 

with as much enthuciasm as Durgapuja. Bengali women have always been 

devoted to their brothers, they not only pamper their own siblings, they drag in 

cousins too, and sometimes they include unrelated men/boys in the huge group 

of their “brothers”, this is a very pure, beautiful relationship, which hopefully will 

stay this way too! On the morning of Dwitiya brothers sit facing east and sisters 

paint a tika on their forehead, younger sisters touch their feet and procure 

blessings, elder sisters are offered pranams, that is touching feet and getting 

blessings.  
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Sisters give their brothers gala treats and gifts on this day, brothers too mostly gift 

their sisters. It was banned in our home. We did not allowed our brothers to gift 

us on this day, because expenses always strain relationships we believed. 

Jagaddhatri Puja (9.11.16): Jagaddhatri is another form of Mother Goddess 

Durga, here she is mother of the whole creation, now, as you can imagine, right 

after Durgapuja very few people can manage to perform this puja, so, you will see 

a pandal once in a blue moon, never seen one in Burdwan, in Garia there was one 

in Garia more. But this FESTIVAL IS THE FESTIVAL of a town near Kolkata, Chandan 

Nagar- never been there but I have heard that they celebrate it with the same 

gusto with which Kolkata celebrates Durgapuja. 

 

Rash Jatra (13.11.16):  Rash Jatra is celebration of love of Radha and Krishna, it 

is widely celebrated by Vaishnavs, those who are devotees of Krishna and Radha, 

and often others too join in to celebrate this beautiful relationship.  
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Pieces of Past 

Glimpses 

3250-2750 B.C.E. Timescale of the beginning and extinction of the 
Harappan civilization. 

2000-1500 B.C.E. Completion of the Aryan migration of India. 

327 B.C.E. Invasion of Alexander the Great. 

305 B.C.E. Invasion of Seleukus Niketor. 
269 B.C.E. Coronation of the Mauryan emperor Asoka. 

78 C.E. Beginning of saka era. 
399 C.E. Fa-hien’s visit to India. 

629 C.E. Hieuen Tsang’s visit to India. 
647 C.E. Death of King Harshavardhana. 

712 C.E. The Arab conquest of Sind. 

750 C.E. Foundation of the Pala dynasty in Bengal by Gopala. 
1000-1027 C.E. The invasions of Sultan Mahumud of Ghazni. 

1191 C.E. The first battle of Tarain 
1192 C.E. The second battle of Tarain 

1206 C.E. The foundation of the Delhi Sultanat by Qutubbuddin 
Aibek. 

1266 C.E. Accession of Ghiyasuddin Balban. 

1469 C.E. Birth of Guru Nanak. 
1498 C.E. The Portuguese navigator Vascio-da-Gama’s arrival at 

Calicut. 
1526 C.E. The first battle of Panipath. 

1527 C.E. The battle of Khanua. 
1529 C.E. The battle of Gogra 

1539 C.E. The battle of Chausa 
1540 C.E. The battle of Bilagram 

1556 C.E. The second battle of Panipath 

1565 C.E. The battle of Talikota 
1576 C.E. The battle of Haldighat. 

 BCE – BEFORE COMMON ERA (SOME CALL IT B.C.) 
CE- COMMON ERA (SOME CALL IT  A.D.) 
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Pieces of Past 

Indus Valley cities 

 

Historians have not seen any clear sign of monarchy in Harappan civilization, but 

there are clear signs of a strong, centralized rule, therefore they believe that here 

too priests ruled as representative of God. 

All main cities are guarded by forts, that hints warfares were quite rampant in 

Harappan era. 

They were efficient seamen too, many seals of Harappa has been discovered in 

other civilizations of that time. Apart from that huge ports for huge ships has 

been discovered in Lothal, deep sea fish remains and oyster shells have been 

discovered. 

Their main occupation was agriculture. But they were expert in clay arts, articles 

and dying. They created potteries and artifacts from clay then dyed them. 

Not much proof is found of any social division in Harappan cities but historians 

believe that the society was divided in different classes. 

They worshipped powers of nature and quite a handful of female deities. 

 

Next month will be about how it ended. 

 

Till then have patience…. 

 
SB:This will be a series, which will go an and on, I don’t want to bore you with 
long posts in this section, only short posts, some will be finished in one month, 
others like this may continue for more than a month. 
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Agnishatdal 
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Agnijaat 

 

 

Meet Agnishatdal’s twin Agnijaat 

 

Agni-Fire-though people very often think about its destructive 

power when they think of it but fire not only burns or destroys it 

gives light and warmth too. 

 

If properly used it places food on our table, gives us warmth in 

winter and light in darkness. 

 

When we venture too close it first singers, then burns and finally if 

we are too obstinate to understand its signs it reduces us to ash. 
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A little like knowledge, wisdom, truth and many other virtues- they 

demand respect, understanding. Give them that and you will  be 

blessed, play with them and they will either become darkness or 

destroy you. 

 

Agnijaat is a journey to all these and more, making myself a better 

person through my works and leaving my experience for you to 

contemplate upon, if I am blessed then follow one or two. 

 

I myself don’t trust, follow anyone or their views blindly, I always 

(from at least early teenage) checked out the points that sounded 

dubious to me, and now, in my ripe age I regret the ones I did not 

checked out, not the ones I checked out! 

 

You know, even an angel dwelling in human body can make bad 

assumptions, ideas or can be misguided by a hundred things, so, 

every human being should check out any thing before taking it to 

heart and believing it fully. 

 

So, in Agnijaat you will find my views, historical facts written by 

others, technological and other stuffs written by others and tested 

by me in person or suspected that it truly does fills in some gaps of 

my life’s puzzles. 

 

ALWAYS read my works with an open and skeptic mind- a skeptic 

is never adamant about own skepticism, he analyzes and then 

accepts own lack of knowledge, experience of expertise, those who 

don’t are argumentative not skeptic.  
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before you pick up the stone 
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Spoiler 1 before you pick up the stone 

 

I don’t recollect the exact details but as a child I have read a story and it stayed in 

my mind ever since, I believe it was about Jesus, a group of people were baying 

for the blood of a woman, branding her corrupt and vile, Jesus picked up a 

handful of stones and handed them over to the crowd, then asked them to hit her 

with the stones but the first one who will be pelting will have to be sinless. 

 

So, I grew up with the essence of that story, judging myself before picking up a 

stone, unfortunately being quite a sinner I never got the chance of pelting a stone 

at someone after crossing my twenties. Before that I was quite quick to judge and 

pass dictums too, that too straight on face, then I learned by multiple slips that I 

am not a thought-reader or lie detector or sin detector, I am just a human being. 

So I became patient and started to take time to make decisions, especially sharing 

them with everyone, once in a while I just used mirror effect, that is deflecting 

back what was sent to me, lately I procrastinate in that too, with age and maturity 

I am becoming quite indifferent to fools and their stupidity. But that deflection 

tactic is quite needed in human society. Though some people do deserve the first 

punch but experience has taught me to not haste, but wait and allow that person 

to do what his or her nature is and then either you will be glad that you did not 

punched him/her or s/he will get the well-deserved punch as payback! 

 

Can’t say the situations have not been tempting, actually they have been more 

than tempting, but having seen both sides of coins, the dark and the light I have 

realized one thing, situations are not always what they seem, human beings are 

quite manipulative creatures, and they have the power to brand saints as 

heretics, so, let the mud settle down before you scoop up the water to see if it is 

worth drinking. That is what circumstances are too, some are born with the see-

through eyes but we, the normal  human beings are quite gullible, can be easily 
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hoodwinked into believing the manipulative ones,  in fact we are more prone to 

believe the manipulators than the manipulated so we should rather wait and see 

where things actually stand. 

 

If you ask my opinion, if you deem someone untrustworthy keep safe distance 

from that person. If you think that a person is evil, wicked expose his or her 

actions in such a way that s/he fails to capture prey but try not to hit someone 

directly, openly merely on the basis of circumstances and assumption. Sometimes 

they are absolutely wrong, unless of course you catch him or her in action. 

 

Before you think about pelting a stone remember, the crowds that pelted stones 

at Jesus, Buddha or Mohammed were not all sinners and evil, some were 

hoodwinked too! 
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I buy 
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Spoiler 2 

I buy 

I buy! 

Now I buy 

souls, bodies and other things 

that I deem fit to serve my dark whims. 

Once I sold my body, my soul, my being 

and I have earned my well deserved crop, 

so now I buy! 

But alas, the world hates women like me, 

so I hide, 

I hide behind false photographs, 

identities I steal when I go shopping, 

and I live a life of ease. 

I have fun, others get the blame! 

The ones I show myself as,  

the identities I use to party and steal! 

I dwell 

in a lavish mansion in India. 

I tell 

others I am a firang or Afro, 

I live in Sahara or Wales, 

I lie! 

How easy modern gadgets have made 
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the lives of us thieves, impostors easy! 

I sit at my home in Jhumritilaiya  

and tell 

everyone I live near Queen of England. 

I see her walking with her dogs  

in her lavish lawn  

and she greets me 

every time I walk by, 

Heck I am a baroness! 

All I did was once hacked in, 

into the email account of that old *** 

and kept my breadcrumb trail there! 

 I am pretty sure, 

She does not even suspects, 

that a parasite thrives on her 

innocence! 

Long live Internet! 

Grim reaper, judgment day? 

Are you trying to **** me off? 

You don’t want me as your enemy! 

But as you insist… 

from now on buddy, 

watch your back,  

and especially your phone and gadgets! 
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Agnishatdal’s Agrahayan Issue  

will be published 

On 1st Agrahayan 1423  

(17.11.16) 

Agnishatdal will return again with her little basket of goodies 
on 1st Agrahayan 1423, that will be 17th November 2016. 
 
Feel free to join her, whenever you want, you may have to 
wait for a month or two to get published but she will publish 
your work if she likes it.  
 
There are some rules, some points to keep in mind you will 
have to check out the site in wordpress for them, after writing 
your piece do email me in sermistabas@gmail.com and 
agnishatdal@hotmail.com (both) 
 
Her official email id agnishatdal@hotmail.com, 
agnishatdal@gmail.com- Don’t send your works in the gmail 
id though, because it is created but not really being used, just 
kept available for the time being! Still thinking whether I will 
replace sermistabasu@gmail.com with Agnishatdal@gm.. 
 
Her official site http://agnishatdalezine.wordpress.com  
Her facebook profile, group and page 

https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdal 

https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdalezine 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/sharmishthabasu 

Goodreads Group: 

https://www.goodreads.com/group/show/200142-sharmishtha-basu-s-indie-

adda 

mailto:sermistabas@gmail.com
mailto:agnishatdal@hotmail.com
mailto:agnishatdal@hotmail.com
mailto:agnishatdal@gmail.com-
mailto:sermistabasu@gmail.com
http://agnishatdalezine.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdal
https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdalezine
https://www.facebook.com/groups/sharmishthabasu
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Sharmishtha Basu- the creator of the ezine 

It is a bit boring to talk about oneself, at least for an introvert 
like me, who loves to hear more than talk (mostly). 
 
My romance with writing and illustrations started in 2007 
and became my love, obsession and lifebrath, the courtesy goes 
to MSN’s Reader’s archive, Wordpress and its amazing group 
of readers, Jingle- her blog jinglepoetry.wordrpess.com was the 
launchpad which gave my dreams a wing and finally 
Amazon, for their truly writer-friendly publishing platform 
for Indie writers (free of cost). 
 

Writing to me was everything- a therapy, a way of expressing 

my feelings, thoughts, hopes and dreams, barring my stint 

with MSN I never used a pseudonym to write or blog, or 

facebook, because from the very beginning I was unemployed, 

and had no family to answer to, so I decided I will always 

write as who I am, Sharmishtha Basu, wont use any 
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pseudonym, will love the glory and suffer the wrath 

whichever comes. I am not keen to share my toils with a 

pseudonym  anywhere. If I make a career in future (chances 

are negative) then my employer will have to be informed 

about my hyper active persona in writing/blogging etc. etc… 

so no worries for me! 

 

As I am an obsessed writer/illustrator you will see me all over Wordpress 
and Amazon.  

Start from here 

 

https://daintypetals.wordpress.com 

https://mydomainpvt.wordpress.com 

https://www.amazon.com/author/sharmishthabasu 

https://www.facebook.com/sermistabasu 

https://in.linkedin.com/in/authorsharmishthabasu 

(IF you want me to join your linked in group send the invite from your linked in 

profile to mine, or just ask me via my emails, that is write a letter, email asking 

me for my email id (that is not shared publicly) connected to linked-in, I think 

you can send invite from your linked-in account, I have.) 

 

I am self-published but I am open to traditional publishing, if you 
want my work for your magazine, publishing company, blog (as a 
guest blogger/author) feel free to contact me and make me happy. 

  

https://mydomainpvt.wordpress.com/
https://www.amazon.com/author/sharmishthabasu
https://www.facebook.com/sermistabasu
https://in.linkedin.com/in/authorsharmishthabasu
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Adieu 

 

Adieu, goodbye, Namaste for this month! Kartik, Agnishatdal 
will return again with her little basket of goodies on 1st 
Agrahayan 1423, that will be 17th November 2016. 
 
Hope you liked her little basket filled with talented works of 
her own, by own means people who have loved her, cherished 
her and lavished her with their works. There are a few of her 
own also, but her loved ones are the true stars of her basket. 
 
Feel free to join her, whenever you want, you may have to 
wait for a month or two to get published but she will publish 
your work if she likes it.  
 
As for the rules you can check out 
 http://agnishatdalezine.wordpress.com 
Her facebook profile, page, group  

https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdal 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/sharmishthabasu 
https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdalezine 

Goodreads Group: 

https://www.goodreads.com/group/show/200142-sharmishtha-basu-
s-indie-adda 

In the end  I will thank these people again from heart- 
My friends for sharing their priceless works. 

Wikipedia, vedpuran.wordpress.com, nobel.org, visvabharati, Romila Thapar, 
M. Parineeta, totallyhistory.com for information. 

Google for information and  models for my illustrations (some). 
Kanchanmoni.org for the Bangla calendar dates, drikpanchang.com for the 

Hindu calendar. 
My graduation history book writer Dr. Atul  Chandra Roy for writing that 

book. 

http://agnishatdalezine.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdal
http://www.facebook.com/groups/sharmishthabasu
https://www.facebook.com/agnishatdalezine
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Ashwin Kolkata (18.9.16 to…) 

Is all about Durgapuja 
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The family 
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 The family 
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The priest 
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offerings 
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The Mother 
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Madurga and Masaraswati 
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Madurga and Malakshmi 
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Prem 
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Dui Sakhi 
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Let’s be together in one Earth  

For all living beings 

 

 

 


